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Price review
1st July 2005
Unfortunately we have had to review our costs and address the
increases incurred over the previous year. These generally relate to
above CPI increases in the costs of raw material, energy and
specialised labour. China continues to grow at a very fast rate and
with that it also continues to place a great strain on global demand
for raw materials including steel and oil. This has lead to further
increases in steel and aluminium pricing along with higher prices
for any petroleum based products like gas, plastics and
polyurethane.
As much as the Australian economy may be enjoying a record low
unemployment rate, the reverse side to this is a decrease in the
availability of skilled labour. This has increased the cost of labour
and along with material cost increases discussed, off-setting many
potential efficiency gains and savings. Being a largely Australian
based manufacturer we have little insulation from these factors.
Overall the increase is around 3 - 3.5% with some variations
depending on product group and circumstances. We have tried to
factor in future efficiency gains where possible and look forward to
being able to pass on the benefits in the future.
We will be posting you a new price list around the end of June but
can provide an electronic copy around the middle of June, just let
us know.

NEW
Swaybar Lateral Lock Kit
Stops swaybar walk and lateral drift. As
used in many Whiteline swaybar fitting
kits. Can be adapted to any swaybar of
the correct size. See applications
summary at left for sizes.

W0450-Size

$19.00*

New product applications summary
Please add the following to your application guides. More details available
in the application catalogues and on the website

W0450-(Size)
New swaybar lateral lock kits.
Used to stop swaybar lateral drift or walk. Available as a kit with 2x
stainless steel clamps and 2x custom sized poly rings. Available in
18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 27 and 30 mm size. So for 22 mm size order as
W0450-22. (See picture at right for details.)
Mitsubishi Lancer EVO VIII 01-04
Front 73240 - Control low springs 230lb 355 mm CWTG
Rear

73241 - Control low springs 240-340lb 335 mm CWTG

Nissan Gazelle S12 1984-88
Front BNF37Z - Heavy duty 27 mm adjustable swaybar
Rear

BNR43Z - Heavy duty 26 mm adjustable swaybar

Toyota Camry MCV36R (CV30 series) 09/02 on
Front BTF83 - Heavy duty 20 mm swaybar (OE 17mm)
BTF83Z - Heavy duty 20 mm adjustable swaybar
Rear

BTR39 - Heavy duty 20 mm swaybar (OE 17 mm)
BTR39Z - Heavy duty 20 mm
adjustable swaybar

For specialist advice in Australia call Free call 1800 040 003
For New Zealand Free call 0800 FLAT OUT (352 8688) or, contact
Whiteline direct on ph:61-2-9603 0111 Fax:61-2-9820 2500
Web Site: http://www.whiteline.com.au E-mail: sales@whiteline.com.au
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